Abstract. In the numerical analysis of physical problems, there often arise large matrices which exhibit certain kinds of block-symmetry when partitioned appropriately. In this article, the structures of the frequently-occurring hyper-circulant and hyper-Jacobi matrices are examined, and it is shown how the calculation of any analytic function of such matrices may be reduced to the calculation of functions of the submatrices. Examples drawn from current engineering literature are given as well as small illustrative examples. | 1. Introduction. The coefficient matrices of many matrix equations (both algebraic and differential) which arise in engineering and chemistry may easily be partitioned into square submatrices of equal order. It is known that if the submatrices commute with each other, the solution of the given matrix equation can be obtained in terms of the submatrices [2], [8] . Little seems to be known, however, about the reduction of functions of partitioned matrices whose submatrices do not commute to functions of the submatrices. (Some theorems on the eigenvalues of such partitioned matrices are given by B. Friedman [3] and Emilie V. Haynsworth
1. Introduction. The coefficient matrices of many matrix equations (both algebraic and differential) which arise in engineering and chemistry may easily be partitioned into square submatrices of equal order. It is known that if the submatrices commute with each other, the solution of the given matrix equation can be obtained in terms of the submatrices [2], [8] . Little seems to be known, however, about the reduction of functions of partitioned matrices whose submatrices do not commute to functions of the submatrices. (Some theorems on the eigenvalues of such partitioned matrices are given by B. Friedman [3] and Emilie V. Haynsworth [4] .)
In a recent article [1] , S. Charmonman discussed an algorithm for inverting a matrix partitioned into four (not necessarily commutable) blocks [Í a] which takes advantage of the block-symmetry. In this paper, his results will be generalized in two ways : to hyper-circulant and hyper-Jacobi matrices, both generalizations of (*) ; and to any analytic function rather than just the inverse. 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of C corresponding to the eigenvalue X* = ao 4 «ico* 4 O2co2* + • ■ • + On-ico'"-0* (An asterisk on a vector indicates the conjugate transpose.) Here co = cos 02v/n) + i sin 02%/n). .Ai A2 A3
where the Ak are r X r matrices, not necessarily commutative, may be represented analogously. For then, Cn = ^2 OiikUk*) X Ak ■ i-0 (Here X denotes the Kronecker product.) As before, uk is an eigencolumn of the simple circulant of order n. The r X r matrix A* is defined by A* Ao 4 Aico* 4 A2co2* 4-f-A"_!co An-Dk Since the matrices uk uk* are idempotent and orthogonal, any analytic function / of the matrix CH may be written as fiC) = D W) X fiAk) if the functions /(A*) exist.
In particular, CjA1 = Z iukuA) X A,"1
By the use of this representation, the computation of a function of a hypercirculant with n rows and n columns ofrXr submatrices is reduced to the computation of functions of n r X r matrices.
Two simple hyper-circulants give an illustration and extend Charmonman's work. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and 5 = diag (61, b2, • • -, bn). Note that AB ¿¿ BA. The large matrix JH may be inverted by formula, involving the inverses of the smaller matrices A 4 2 (cos (far/(n 4 1))) 5.
The third example features a matrix which is neither hyper-Jacobi nor hypercirculant in structure, but which may be attacked by "cascading." In an article on polymer chains [6] , there appears the matrix P partitioned into 3X3 submatrices: Thus the determination of a function of P (which in the reference is a 12 X 12 matrix) is reduced to the determination of four functions of matrices of one fourth the original order. It should be mentioned that the matrices L¿ X L¡ are idempotent and (Lj X Ly)(Lp X L9) -ó,páya = l,2)jl,2;p = l,2;q= 1,2. and an analytic function of P can be written as fiP) = (Li X Li) X /(Ai 4 A2 4 A3 4 A4) 4 (Li X L2) X /(Ai -A2 4 As -Ai) 4 (L2 X Li)
5. Comment. If a partitioned matrix has commutative submatrices and the block-circulant or block-Jacobi structure, there are two ways to represent functions of that matrix by the aid of idempotent matrices. We show the difference between these methods with the following illustration.
Consider the partitioned matrix Note that (1) In Method I, the idempotent matrices are on the right, in Method II, on the left, (2) In Method I, the idempotent matrices are 2X2 matrices, in Method II, they are 3X3 matrices.
(3) In Method I, the function of the original 6X6 matrix M is reduced to functions of two 3X3 matrices, in Method II, the same function of M is reduced to functions of two 2X2 matrices. (4) Method II sets neither commutativity requirement nor the requirement of being simultaneously-similar to triangular matrices on A and 5.
6. Conclusion. Many matrix problems encountered in science and engineering involve hyper-circulant and hyper-Jacobi matrices discussed in this article. At the present time, iterative methods are widely used in their solution. Evidently the amount of time required for solution can be vastly reduced if inverses and other functions are calculated by the formulas presented here rather than by iteration. Moreover, accuracy is improved, and questions of stability or convergence do not even arise.
The results of Section 3 may be extended to hyper-Jacobi matrices in which A 4 aB and A + ßB appear instead of A in the upper left and lower right corners. Only the elements of the column matrices Vk and those of the r X r matrices Ai used in the formulas are changed.
The technique of representing a partitioned matrix in terms of the eigencolumns and eigenrows of an ordinary matrix may be extended to any partitioned matrix of the form ^.k fkiQ) X Mk = P, where fkiQ) are all functions of a common n X n matrix Q and the Mk are arbitrary r X r matrices. Then P may be represented in terms of the eigenvectors of Q.
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